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Dear Editor, 
 
All comments and suggestions have been considered. Point by point responses to these 
comments are listed below. The marked-up manuscript version is attached below. 
 

Referee report #1 

General comments  

I recommend that this manuscript should be published in ACP after the few (minor) technical 

corrections listed below have been addressed.   

Specific comments  

1. Previous review, specific comment 2 - Were the IOP1 and IOP2 samples analysed on the 

same day, or was the detector variation of the UHRMS monitored during the analysis 

period? The UHRMS will vary in sensitivity. Running samples days or weeks apart may 

result in a variation in the amount of species observed due to fluctuations in the UHRMS 

sensitivity (e.g. as the mass spectrometer becomes ’dirty’, the detector sensitivity will 

decrease, affecting the ion intensity and subsequently the amount of species observed). This 

is particularly important in Figures 2 and 4 where the molecular formulae and ion 

abundances, respectively, are compared. If the samples were not analysed at the same time 

or if the detector sensitivity was not monitored, the authors would not be able to compare the 

ion abundance of the tracer compounds as shown in Figure 4. This is also likely to affect the 

comparison of the molecular formulae in Figure 2. The work presented here would then be 

only qualitative (rather than semi-quantitative).Were any attempts made to account for 

variations in detector sensitivity?   

Author response - The instrument was routinely calibrated before the analysis. It must be 

noted that in the current study we used a nanoESI source where each sample is processed 

using a separate ESI tip and nozzle, so there is no carryover between samples. All samples 

were analysed in a random order and within 48-hours after extraction (to minimise possible 

methylation; therefore, the observed differences could not be attributed to the instrument 

contamination.   

Further review - The specific comment above was in regards to detector variation, not 

contamination or carryover, whilst both will also affect ion intensities. The authors have not 

fully addressed the question. It is still unclear if all the samples were analysed at the same 

time or if the detector variation was monitored. The authors note that the instrument is 

routinely calibrated, although I suspect (based on the method details) this only for mass 

accuracy and not for detector variation. The instrument should notify the user during mass 

calibration if the ion intensities of the calibrants are too low, highlighting sensitivity issues. 

However I do recommend in future, that the authors run samples at the same time when 

they plan to compare ion intensities (if not already done so) or use standards to monitor 

detection variation.    

We disagree with this comment.  The image current from oscillating ion packages in Orbitrap 

is recorded by the instrument over time and thus changes in sensitivity is not an issue in 

Orbitrap compared to many other MS detectors. Furthermore, when the instrument (i.e. ion 

optics) will get contaminated over time, it will adjust the injection time, so the absolute 
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amount of ions in the Orbitrap detector for a given scan will always be the same (so the AGC 

target, unless the instrument is hitting the max IT). We assume the reviewer is referring to 

instruments like ToF, where a multi channel plate or a similar detector may age over time. 

Having said that, the routine calibration and transmission checks were performed which also 

included monitoring ion signal intensity. Moreover, blank samples were run after every 5 real 

samples, which showed no loss in the ion signal intensity. Considering that we run the 

analysis of our samples in three different mass ranges, in at least three analytical and 

instrumental replicates it is not feasible to perform the complete analysis of a large number 

of samples at ‘the same time’ (we assume the reviewer meant on the same day?). 

The following statement has been added to the text: ‘The calibration (as described in 

Kourtchev et al., 2013) and an ion transmission checks that include monitoring of ion signal 

intensity were routinely performed.’ 

Technical corrections  

1. Line 225 (previous review specific comment 23), why are some compounds fragile? 

Please expand or reference.  Author response - The sentence has been extended to ‘…(e.g. 

highly oxygenated compounds)’. I don't agree that all highly oxygenated compounds are 

fragile. Please change to '(e.g. thermally labile)'.    

corrected 

2. Line 127, change the fraction '1/2' to the word 'half'.   

corrected 

3. Line 209, Change '10 000 particles' to '104 particles'  

corrected 

4. Line 261 and elsewhere; radical on OH not used throughout text. Please change all 'OH' 

to '˙OH'  

Word ‘radical’ has been added to OH throughout the text 

5. Line 283, could methyl-nitrophenol C7H7NO3 and methyl-nitrocatechol C7H7NO4 also 

come from vehicular emissions (i.e. toluene oxidation products), given that the site is also 

affected by urban air pollution? 

The vehicular source of methyl-nitrophenol C7H7NO3 and methyl-nitrocatechol C7H7NO4 

has been added to the text: ‘….as well as diesel exhaust.’ 

 

Reviewer #2 

Molecular composition of organic aerosols in central Amazonia: an ultra-high resolution 

mass spectrometry study  

The following technical corrections are suggested. It would also be best that the final 

manuscript is proofread by a native English speaker because there are still some problems 
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with punctuation, such as, for example, the correct use of the comma (not listed in this 

report).   

The manuscript has been initially proofread by several native speakers (who are coauthors 

of this paper). 

 

Line 52: ….. that of the wet period.  

corrected 

Line 53: …. from the forest …..  

corrected 

Line 62: ….., Andreae et al., 2015).  

corrected 

Line 77: …., nitrooxy-organosulfates …..  

Do not see the difference with the initial statement 

Line 83: …. (Nozière et al., 2015).  

corrected  

Line 89: ….. have a mass resolution ….  

corrected  

Line 92: ……, Nozière et al., 2015).  

corrected  

Line 157: LC-MS: make sure that “LC-MS” is used consistently throughout the text; 

sometimes use is made of “LC/MS”.  

corected  

Line 231: ….however, a rather insignificant …..  

corrected  

Line 236: …… during daytime and ……  

corrected  

Line 240: ….. consistent with recent studies, ….  

corrected  

Line 266: ….. during the wet …..  

Line 270: …. from the OH-initiated oxidation ….  
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corrected  

Line 272: …. from the ozonolysis reaction …..  

corrected  

Line 273: ….. of ion signal intensities (Note: ions are abundant; ion signals are intense; a 

field campaign could be intensive)  

corrected (the word ‘signal’ is often omitted in this context in mass spectrometry literature as 

it is trivial in this field). 

Line 293 and 295: ……ion signal intensities ….  

corrected  

Line 297: …. in the gas phase ….  

corrected  

Line 302: …. that the benzene …..  

We disagree with this suggestion 

Line 314: ….., the number of forest …. 

corrected  

Lines 316, 320, and 323: …. ion signal intensities …..  

corrected 

Line 321: …. showed a very good …..  

corrected 

Line 324: ….. with the latter one ….  

corrected 

Lines 328, 333, and 334: …… ion signal intensity ….. 

 corrected 

Line 342: …. employed an alternative GC/MS …..  

corrected 

Line 349: ….., the highest CO …. 

 corrected 

Line 361: ….. have a DBE value above ….  

corrected 
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Line 396: …. with a pyrene core …. 

 corrected 

Line 407: …. from biomass burning sources.  

corrected 

Line 411: …. corresponding to other biomass burning OA markers, i.e., isomeric dimethyl-

nitrocatechols ….  

corrected 

Line 413: …. of nitro-aromatic compounds …. 

corrected 

Line 418: …. a significantly larger …..  

corrected 

Line 419: …. but a smaller number …..  

corrected 

Line 430: …. to result in a different ….  

corrected 

Line 440: …. towards a more oxidized state … 

 corrected 

Line 447: …., the effect was much lower compared to that ….  

corrected 

Line 448: A higher number ….  

corrected 

Line 468: ….. in laboratory smog ….  

Disagree, we are discussing the specific laboratory experiments published by Riva and co-

authors. 

Line 470: ….. in the presence of acidified …..  

corrected 

Line 475: …. are a useful …..  

corrected 

Line 479: …… most abundant ion at …..   
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corrected 

Line 489: …. be associated with …..  

corrected 

Line 491: ….. that in most of the …..  

corrected 

Line 576: ….. in Rondônia, Brazil: …. 

corrected 
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Abstract 33 

The Amazon basin plays key role in atmospheric chemistry, biodiversity and climate change. 34 

In this study we applied nanoelectrospray (nanoESI) ultrahigh resolution mass spectrometry 35 

(UHR-MS) for the analysis of the organic fraction of PM2.5 aerosol samples collected during 36 

dry and wet seasons at a site in central Amazonia receiving background air masses, biomass 37 

burning and urban pollution. Comprehensive mass spectral data evaluation methods (e.g., 38 

Kendrick Mass Defect, Van Krevelen diagrams, carbon oxidation state and aromaticity 39 

equivalent) were used to identify compound classes and mass distributions of the detected 40 

species. Nitrogen and/or sulfur containing organic species contributed up to 60% of the total 41 

identified number of formulae. A large number of molecular formulae in organic aerosol (OA) 42 

were attributed to later-generation nitrogen- and sulfur-containing oxidation products, 43 

suggesting that OA composition is affected by biomass burning and other, potentially 44 

anthropogenic, sources. Isoprene derived organo sulfate (IEPOX-OS) was found as the most 45 

dominant ion in most of the analysed samples and strongly followed the concentration trends 46 

of the gas-phase anthropogenic tracers confirming its mixed anthropogenic-biogenic origin. 47 

The presence of oxidised aromatic and nitro-aromatic compounds in the samples suggested 48 

a strong influence from biomass burning especially during the dry period. Aerosol samples 49 

from the dry period and under enhanced biomass burning conditions contained a large number 50 

of molecules with high carbon oxidation state and an increased number of aromatic 51 

compounds compared to that from the wet period. The results of this work demonstrate that 52 

the studied site is influenced not only by biogenic emissions from the forest but also by 53 

biomass burning and potentially other anthropogenic emissions from the neighboring urban 54 

environments. 55 

Keywords: organic aerosol, ultra-high resolution mass spectrometry, molecular 56 

composition, IEPOX-OS, Amazon. 57 

 58 

 59 
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Introduction  60 

The Amazon basin plays key role in atmospheric chemistry, biodiversity and climate change 61 

(Keller et al., 2009; Andreae et al., 2015). The Amazon rainforest is an important source of 62 

Biogenic Volatile Organic Compound (BVOC) emissions to the atmosphere (Greenberg et al., 63 

2004; Alves et al., 2015), which give rise to secondary organic aerosol (SOA) through reaction 64 

with atmospheric oxidants (i.e. O3, OH· and NO3
∙) (e.g., Martin et al., 2010). SOA particles 65 

scatter and absorb solar and terrestrial radiation, influence cloud formation, participate in 66 

chemical reactions in the atmosphere, and thus are suggested to play an important role in 67 

climate change (Andreae and Crutzen, 1997; Haywood and Boucher, 2000; Hallquist et al., 68 

2009; Pöschl et al., 2010). Aerosol optical properties, which govern the ability to absorb solar 69 

radiation, strongly depend on SOA composition (Laskin et al., 2015). It has been shown that 70 

organic nitrates, nitrooxy-organosulfates and organic sulfates may contribute to light 71 

absorption by SOA (e.g., Song et al., 2013; Jacobson, 1999; Lu et al., 2011; Laskin et al., 72 

2015). Chemical interactions between anthropogenic and biogenic aerosol precursors can 73 

play a significant role in the formation of SOA (Goldstein et al., 2009; Hoyle et al., 2011; 74 

Kleinman et al., 2015). For example, anthropogenic nitrogen oxides (NOx) and sulfur dioxide 75 

(SO2) are shown to react with a range of BVOCs leading to formation of organic nitrates (e.g., 76 

Roberts, 1990; Day et al., 2010; Fry et al., 2014), nitroxy-organosulfates and organosulfates 77 

(Surratt et al., 2008; Budisulistiorini et al., 2015). Much remains to be explored in terms of the 78 

molecular diversity of these compounds in the atmosphere. 79 

A comprehensive knowledge of aerosol molecular composition, which in turn leads to better 80 

understanding of aerosol sources, is required for the development of effective air pollution 81 

mitigation strategies. However, identification of the organic aerosol composition, remains a 82 

major analytical challenge (Nozièere et al., 2015). Organic aerosol is composed of thousands 83 

of organic compounds, which cover a wide range of physical and chemical properties 84 

(Goldstein and Galbally, 2007) making it difficult to find a single analytical technique for a 85 

detailed chemical analysis at the molecular level. Methods based on ultrahigh resolution mass 86 

http://www.poeschl-tobacco.com/
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spectrometry (UHRMS) have shown great potential in solving this longstanding problem. UHR 87 

mass spectrometers (e.g., Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance MS and Orbitrap MS) 88 

have mass resolution power that is at least one order of magnitude higher (≥100 000) than 89 

conventional MS and high mass accuracy (<5 ppm) and thus, when coupled with soft 90 

ionisation techniques (e.g., electrospray ionisation (ESI)), can provide a detailed molecular 91 

composition of the organic aerosol (Nizkorodov et al., 2011, NozièreNoziere  et al., 2015). 92 

Direct infusion ESI-UHRMS has been applied successfully for the analysis of aerosol samples 93 

from remote (e.g., boreal forest in Finland, Pico Island of the Azores archipelago), rural (e.g., 94 

Millbrook, USA; Harcum, USA; K-Puszta, Hungary) and urban (e.g., Cambridge, UK, 95 

Birmingham, UK, Cork, Ireland, Shanghai, China and Los Angeles, USA) locations (Wozniak 96 

et al., 2008; Schmitt-Kopplin et al., 2010; Kourtchev et al., 2013; 2014; Tao et al., 2014; 97 

Dzepina et al., 2015).  UHRMS has proven to be extremely useful in assessing chemical 98 

properties of the SOA.  99 

The aim of this study was to investigate the detailed molecular composition of organic aerosol 100 

from a site that received air masses from a wide range of origins, including the background 101 

atmosphere of Amazonia, biomass burning and urban pollution plumes. The measurements 102 

were performed as a part of the Observations and Modeling of the Green Ocean Amazon 103 

(GoAmazon2014/5) campaign (Martin et al., 2016). The location of the research site where 104 

aerosol was collected for this study is ~69 km downwind of Manaus (population 2 million), 105 

intersected background and polluted air with day-to-day variability in the position of the 106 

Manaus plume. The study designed served as a laboratory for investigating anthropogenic 107 

perturbations to biogenic processes and atmospheric chemistry. 108 

Methods 109 

Sampling site 110 

Aerosol sampling was conducted at site “T3” of GoAmazon2014/5 located at -3.2133º and - 111 

60.5987º.°35’55 32’’ W. The T3 site is located in the pasture area, ~2.5 km from the rainforest. 112 
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The air masses arriving to the sampling site often passed over the single large city (Manaus) 113 

in the region. Detailed descriptions of the site and instrumentation are provided in Martin et al.  114 

(2015). 115 

PM2.5 aerosol samples were collected on 47 mm polycarbonate filters Nuclepore, using a 116 

Harvard impactor (Air Diagnostics, Harrison, ME, EUA) with flow rate of 10 L min-1 from 5 to 117 

26 March 2014 and 5 Sept to 04 Oct of 2014, which were during Intensity Operating Periods 118 

1 and 2 (IOP1 and IOP2) of GoAmazon2014/5, respectively, corresponding to the traditional 119 

periods of wet and dry seasons of Amazonia. The sampling durations are shown in the Table 120 

SI1. The airflow through the sampler was approximately 10 L min−1 . After collection, the 121 

aerosol samples were transferred into Petri dishes and stored in the freezer at −4°C until 122 

analysis.  123 

Aerosol Sample Analysis  124 

Fifteen samples, 5 from IOP2 and 10 from IOP1, were extracted and analysed using a 125 

procedure described elsewhere (Kourtchev et al., 2014; Kourtchev et al., 2015). Depending 126 

on the aerosol loading of the analysed samples, a part (1/2 half to whole) of the filter was 127 

extracted in methanol (Optima TM LC/MS grade, Fisher Scientific) in a chilled ice slurry, 128 

filtered through a Teflon filter (0.2 μm, ISODiscTM Supelco) and reduced by volume using a 129 

nitrogen line to achieve approximately 0.3 μg of aerosol per μL methanol. Several samples 130 

with the highest aerosol loading were divided into two parts for both direct infusion and LC/MS 131 

analyses while the samples with the lowest loading were only analysed using direct infusion 132 

analysis. The LC/MS portion was further evaporated to 20 μL and diluted to 100 μL by aqueous 133 

solution of formic acid (0.1%).  The final extracts were analysed as described in Kourtchev et 134 

al. (2013) using a high-resolution LTQ Orbitrap Velos mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher, 135 

Bremen, Germany) equipped with ESI and a TriVersa Nanomate robotic nanoflow chip-based 136 

ESI (Advion Biosciences, Ithaca NY, USA) sources. The Orbitrap MS was calibrated using an 137 

Ultramark 1621 solution (Sigma-Aldrich, UK). The mass accuracy of the instrument was below 138 
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1 ppm. The instrument mass resolution was 100 000 at m/z 400. The ion transmission settings 139 

were optimised using a mixture of camphor sulfonic acid (20 ng μL-1) glutaric acid (30 ng μL-140 

1), and cis-pinonic acid (30 ng μL-1) in methanol and Ultramark 1621 solution.  141 

Direct infusion UHRMS analysis 142 

The ionisation voltage and back pressure of the nanoESI direct infusion source were set at -143 

1.4 kV and 0.8 psi, respectively. The inlet temperature was 200 0C and the sample flow rate 144 

was approximately 200–300 nL min-1. The negative ionisation mass spectra were collected in 145 

three replicates at two mass ranges (m/z 100–650 and m/z 150–900) and processed using 146 

Xcalibur 3.1 software (Thermo Fischer Scientific Inc.). Similar to our preceding studies 147 

(Kourtchev et al., 2015) the average percentage of common peaks between analytical 148 

replicates was ~80%. This is also in agreement with literature reports for similar data analysis 149 

(Sleighter et al., 2012). The identification of IEPOX organosulfates was performed by 150 

comparing MS fragmentation patterns and chromatographic elution time with a synthesised 151 

IEPOX-OS standard which was provided by Dr Surratt from University of North Carolina. It 152 

must be noted that due to competitive ionisation of analytes in the direct infusion ESI analysis 153 

of the samples with a very complex matrix (i.e., aerosol extracts), the ion intensities do not 154 

directly reflect the concentration of the molecules in the sample (Oss et al., 2010); therefore, 155 

data shown in this work is semi-quantitative. 156 

LC/-MS analysis 157 

LC-/MS ESI parameters were as follows: spray voltage -3.6 kV; capillary temperature 300 0C; 158 

sheath gas flow 10 arbitrary units, auxiliary gas flow 10; sweep gas flow rate 5; S-lens RF level 159 

58 %. LC/(-)ESI-MS analysis was performed using an Accela system (Thermo Scientific, San 160 

Jose, USA) coupled with LTQ Orbitrap Velos MS and a T3 Atlantis C18 column (3 μm; 2.1 x 161 

150 mm; Waters, Milford, USA). The sample extracts were injected at a flow rate of 200 μL 162 

min-1. The mobile phases consisted of 0.1% formic acid (v/v) (A) and methanol (B). The applied 163 

gradient was as follows: 0–3 min 3% B, 3–25 min from 3 to 50% B (linear), 25–43 min from 164 
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50 to 90% B (linear), 43–48 min from 90 to 3% B (linear), and kept for 12 min at 3% B. The 165 

Collision Induced Dissociation (CID) settings for MS/MS analysis are reported in Kourtchev et 166 

al (2015).  167 

High resolution MS data analysis 168 

The direct infusion data analysis was performed using procedures described in detail by 169 

Kourtchev et al. (2013). The calibration (as described in Kourtchev et al., 2013), ion 170 

transmission checks that include monitoring of ion signal intensity were routinely performed. 171 

Briefly, for each sample analysis, 60–90 mass spectral scans were averaged into one mass 172 

spectrum. Molecular formulae assignments were made using Xcalibur 3.1 software using the 173 

following constraints 12C≤100, 13C≤1, 1H≤200, 16O≤50, 14N≤5, 32S≤2, 34S≤1. The data 174 

processing was performed using a Mathematica 8.0 (Wolfram Research Inc., UK) code 175 

developed in-house that utilises a number of additional constraints described in previous 176 

studies (Kourtchev et al., 2013; Kourtchev et al., 2015). Only ions that appeared in all three 177 

replicates were kept for evaluation. The background spectra obtained from the procedural 178 

blanks were also processed using the rules mentioned above. The formulae lists of the 179 

background spectra were subtracted from those of the ambient (or chamber) sample and only 180 

formulae with a sample/blank peak intensity ratio ≥ 10 were retained 181 

The Kendrick Mass Defect (KMD) is calculated from the difference between the nominal mass 182 

of the molecule and the exact KM (Kendrick, 1963). Kendrick mass of the CH2 unit is calculated 183 

by renormalising the exact IUPAC mass of CH2 (14.01565) to 14.00000.  184 

Benzene and isoprene measurements 185 

For benzene and isoprene analysis we used a high-resolution selective-reagent-ionisation 186 

proton transfer reaction time-of-flight mass spectrometer (SRI-PTR-TOF-MS 8000, Ionicon 187 

Analytik, Austria). A description of the PTR-TOF-MS instrument and the data reduction 188 

process used are provided elsewhere (Graus et al. 2010; Müller et al. 2013). Background of 189 

the instrument was measured regularly by passing ambient air through a platinum catalyst 190 
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heated to 380 ºC. Sensitivity calibrations were performed by dynamic dilution of VOCs using 191 

several multi-component gas standards (Apel Riemer Environmental Inc., Scott-Marrin, and 192 

Air Liquide, USA). The calibration cylinders contained acetaldehyde, acetone, benzene, 193 

isoprene, α-pinene, toluene and trichlorobenzene, among others. During IOP1, the instrument 194 

was operated with H3O+ reagent ion and at a drift tube pressure of 2.3 mbar, voltage of 600 195 

V, and temperature of 60 ºC, corresponding to a a field density ratio E/N ratio of 130 Td (E 196 

being the electric field strength and N the gas number density; 1 Td = 10-17 V cm-2). During 197 

IOP2, the reagent ion was NO+ and the drift tube settings were 2.3 mbar, 350 V, and 60 ºC, 198 

resulting in an E/N ratio of 76 Td. The sampling was done with 1 min time resolution and the 199 

instrument detection limit for benzene and isoprene were below 0.02 and 0.04 ppbv, 200 

respectively. 201 

Air mass history analysis 202 

Air mass history analysis was done for the sampling period using the Numerical Atmospheric-203 

dispersion Modeling Environment (NAME) model, developed by the UK Met Office (Maryon et 204 

al., 1991). NAME is a Lagrangian model in which particles are released into 3D wind fields 205 

from the operational output of the UK Met Office Unified Model meteorology data (Davies et 206 

al., 2005). These winds have a horizontal resolution of 17 km and 70 vertical levels up that 207 

reach ~80 km. In addition, a random walk technique was used to model the effects of 208 

turbulence on the trajectories (Ryall and Maryon, 1998). To allow the calculation of air mass 209 

history for the average sampling time (which varied between samples, 24, 36 or 48 hours), 210 

104 000 particles per hour were released continuously from the T3 site. The trajectories 211 

travelled back in time for 3 days with the position of the particles in the lowest 100 m of the 212 

model atmosphere recorded every 15 min. The particle mass below 100 m was integrated 213 

over the 72 h travel time. The air mass history (‘footprints’) for the periods of the analysed 214 

filters are shown in Figure SI1. The majority of the three-day air mass footprints originated 215 

from the east, although wind direction showed variability nearer to the sampling site on some 216 

occasions e.g., sample MP14-17 (Fig. SI1). Almost all air masses pass over Manaus and 217 
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therefore highlight this city as a potential source. Some air masses also pass 218 

over Manacapuru, but this is rare and the corresponding time-integrated concentrations are 219 

lower than the equivalent Manaus values. 220 

Results and discussions 221 

Figure 1 shows mass spectra from two typical samples collected during IOP1 and IOP2. The 222 

majority of the ions were associated with molecules below 500 Da although the measured 223 

mass goes up to 900 Da. Although ESI is a ‘soft’ ionisation technique resulting in minimal 224 

fragmentation, we cannot exclude the possibility that some of the detected ions correspond to 225 

fragments, also in light of the many relative fragile compounds (e.g., thermally labilehighly 226 

oxygenated compounds) that constitute OA. The largest group of identified molecular formulae 227 

in all samples were attributed to molecules containing CHO atoms only (1051±141 formulae 228 

during IOP2 and 820±139 during IOP1), followed by CHON (537±71 during IOP2 and 329±71 229 

during IOP1), CHOS (183±34 during IOP2 and 137±31 during IOP1) and CHONS (37±11 230 

during IOP2 and 28±10 during IOP1) (Fig. 2).The number of molecular formulae containing 231 

CHO and CHON subgroups increased by ~20% from IOP1 to IOP2 period; however, a rather 232 

insignificant increase was observed for CHOS and CHONS subgroups. The Student’s t-test 233 

showed that the observed difference for CHO (p=0.0092) and CHON (p=0.00007) subgroups 234 

between two seasons is statistically significant. This is consistent with the observed increase 235 

in odd reactive nitrogen species (NOy) from IOP1 to IOP2 (Table SI1). Organic nitrates are 236 

believed to form in polluted air through reaction with nitrogen oxides during daytime and from 237 

reaction of NO3
∙ with BVOCs during nighttime (Day et al., 2010; Ayres et al., 2015). The 238 

average concentration of NOy during IOP1 was found to be on almost two times higher, which 239 

is possibly reflected in the increased number of organonitrates in the aerosol samples from 240 

IOP2. Moreover, the increase in the number of organonitrates during IOP2 is consistent with 241 

the recent studies, which demonstrated that organonitrates groups in aerosol particles may 242 

hydrolyse under high RH conditions (Liu et al., 2012). In this respect, while night time 243 
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maximum RH during both filter sampling periods was very similar (~90%), day-time RH during 244 

IOP1 was higher (89%) compared to that from the IOP2 period (66%) (Fig. SI2).  245 

Carbon oxidation state (OSC)introduced by Kroll et al. (2011) can be used to describe the 246 

composition of a complex mixture of organics undergoing oxidation processes. OSC was 247 

calculated for each molecular formula identified in the mass spectra using the following 248 

equation: 249 

 𝑂𝑆𝐶 = − ∑ 𝑂𝑆𝑖
𝑛𝑖

𝑛𝐶
𝑖  (Eq. 1) 250 

where OSi is the oxidation state associated with element i, ni/nC is the molar ratio of element 251 

i to carbon within the molecule (Kroll et al., 2011).  252 

Figure 3 shows overlaid OSc plots for two samples from IOP1 and IOP2. Consistent with 253 

previous studies, the majority of molecules in the sampled organic aerosol had OSC between 254 

–1.5 and +1 with up to 30 (nC) carbon atoms throughout the selected mass range (m/z 100-255 

650) (Kroll et al., 2011 and the references therein). The molecules with OSC between –1 and 256 

+1 with 13 or less carbon atoms (nC) are suggested to be associated with semivolatile and 257 

low-volatility oxidised organic aerosol (SV-OOA and LV-OOA) produced by multistep oxidation 258 

reactions. The molecules with OSc between -0.5 and -1.5 with 7 or more carbon atoms are 259 

associated with primary biomass burning organic aerosol (BBOA) directly emitted into the 260 

atmosphere (Kroll et al., 2011). The cluster of molecules with OSC between –1 and –1.5 and 261 

nC less than 10 could be possibly associated with OH radical oxidation products of isoprene 262 

(Kourtchev et al., 2015), which is an abundant VOC in Amazon rain forest (Rasmussen and 263 

Khalil, 1988; Chen et al., 2015).  The isoprene daytime average was above 1.5 ppbv during 264 

both seasons, with hourly campaign-averages reaching up to 2.3 and 3.4 ppbv for IOP1 and 265 

IOP2, respectively. In general, aerosol samples from IOP1 contained less oxidised molecules 266 

compared to those from IOP2. Wet deposition of aged or processed aerosol during the wet 267 

(i.e., IOP 2) sampling period cannot be the only reason for the observed differences in OSc. It 268 

has been shown that different oxidation regimes to generate SOA (e.g., OH radical vs. 269 
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ozonolysis) can result in significantly different OSc of SOA (Kourtchev et al., 2015). For 270 

example, the SOA component from the OH radical initiated oxidation of α-pinene as well as 271 

BVOC mixtures had a molecular composition with higher OSc throughout the entire molecular 272 

mass range compared to that obtained from the ozonolysis reaction (Kourtchev et al., 2015).   273 

Figure 4 shows the distribution of ion signal intensities for selected tentatively identified tracer 274 

compounds for anthropogenic, biogenic and mixed sources in all 15 samples. The structural 275 

or isomeric information is not directly obtained from the direct infusion analysis; therefore, the 276 

identification of the tracer compounds was achieved by comparing MS/MS fragmentation 277 

patterns from authentic standards and published literature. The tracer compounds include 278 

anhydrosugars, structural isomers with a molecular formula C6H10O5 at m/z 161.0456 279 

corresponding to levoglucosan, mannosan, galactosan and 1,6-anhydro-β-D-glucofuranose, 280 

which are regarded as marker compounds for biomass burning (Simoneit et al., 1999; 281 

Pashynska et al., 2002; Kourtchev et al., 2011). Nitrocatechols, with a molecular formula 282 

C6H5NO4 (m/z 154.01458) are attributed to mixed anthropogenic sources, e.g., biomass and 283 

vehicular emissions and methyl-nitrocatechols (C7H7NO4, m/z 168.03023) are important 284 

markers for biomass burning OA, formed from m-cresol emitted during biomass burning 285 

(Iinuma et al., 2010) as well as diesel exhaust.  3-methyl-1,2,3-butanetricarboxylic acid (3-286 

MBTCA), with a molecular formula C8H12O6 at m/z 203.05611, is an OH radical- initiated 287 

oxidation product of α- and β-pinene (Szmigielski et al., 2007), and regarded as a tracer for 288 

processed or biogenic SOA. Finally, isoprene epoxydiol organosulfate ester (IEPOX-OS), with 289 

a molecular formula C5H12O7S at m/z 215.0231, is shown in Figure 4. From studies in mid 290 

latitude environments it has been suggested that IEPOX-OS is formed through reactions 291 

between SOx and isoprene oxidation products (Pye et al., 2013; Budisulistiorini et al., 2015) 292 

and thus can be used to observe the extent of SO2 aging effects on the biogenic SOA. Direct 293 

infusion analysis suffers from competitive ionisation in the complex matrices and thus 294 

comparing ion intensities across samples has to be done with caution. Moreover, other 295 

compounds with similar molecular composition present in the aerosol matrix may also 296 
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contribute to the ion signal intensities of the discussed above compounds. All selected tracers 297 

showed very similar variations with benzene concentration that was measured in the gas -298 

phase using PTR-MS (Fig. 3). Benzene, generally regarded as an anthropogenic species, has 299 

various sources including industrial solvent production, vehicular emissions and biomass 300 

burning (Hsieh et al., 1999; Seco et al., 2013; Friedli et al., 2001). Recent studies indicated 301 

that vegetation (leaves, flowers, and phytoplankton) emits a wide variety of benzenoid 302 

compounds to the atmosphere at substantial rates (Misztal et al., 2015). However, considering 303 

that benzene concentration correlated very well with another anthropogenic tracer CO 304 

(R2=0.77, Figure SI3) during IOP1 and IOP2 periods, it is rather likely that the observed 305 

benzene concentrations were mainly due to anthropogenic emissions. During the sampling 306 

period, irrespectively of the season, air masses passed over the large city Manaus and small 307 

municipalities located near the T3 site (Figure SI1). It must be noted that due to rather low 308 

sampling resolution time (≥24h) the molecular composition of all analysed samples is likely to 309 

be influenced by clean air masses and anthropogenic plumes from these urban locations 310 

which usually last only a few hours per day and thus individual urban plume events cannot be 311 

identified with the data analysed here. In Manaus natural gas is mainly used for heating and 312 

cooking and therefore, the contribution from these activities to biomass burning OA at our site 313 

is highly unlikely. During IOP1 much lower incidents of forest fires were observed compared 314 

to that during IOP2 (Martin et al., 2016). For example, thea number of forest fires in the radius 315 

of 200 km from the sampling site varied between 0 to 340 fires 316 

(http://www.dpi.inpe.br/proarco/bdqueimadas/). This is reflected in the ion signal intensities of 317 

the particle phase biomass burning markers, i.e., anhydrosugars (C6H10O5) and nitrocatechols 318 

(C6H5NO4) and gas-phase benzene concentrations, which were significantly lower during 319 

IOP1 compared to that from IOP2, when on average more fires are observed.  320 

It should be noted that ion signal intensities for anhydrosugars (C6H10O5) and nitrocatechols 321 

(C6H5NO4) showed a very good correlation (R2>0.7) suggesting that nitrocatechols, observed 322 

at the sampling site, are mainly associated with biomass burning sources. The highest ion 323 

http://www.dpi.inpe.br/proarco/bdqueimadas/
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signal intensities of these tracer compounds were observed during two periods: 7-9 324 

September 2014 (sample MP14-128) and 27-28 September 2014 (sample MP14-148) with 325 

the latter one coinciding with highest incident of fires (340 fires). Although during 7-9 326 

September (sample MP14-128) a significantly lower number (22 fires) of fires was observed 327 

compared to the period of 27-28 September 2014, lower wind speed occurring during 7-9 328 

September suggests that high intensity of the biomass burning markers could be due to the 329 

biomass burning emissions from nearby sources. Between the T3 sampling site and Manaus 330 

(about 20 km east of the site), there are a number of small brick factories, which use wood to 331 

fire the kilns (Martin et al., 2016) and thus they are an additional local wood burning source 332 

besides the forest and pasture fires. 333 

Interestingly the sample MP14-148 had the highest ion intensity corresponding to IEPOX-OS 334 

(Fig. 4), which also coincided with the strong increase of the ion intensity at m/z 96.95987 335 

corresponding to [HSO4]-. This is consistent with organosulfates formation mechanism through 336 

reactive uptake of isoprene epoxydiols (IEPOX) in the presence of acidic sulfate seed (Surratt 337 

et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2012; 2013). A similar relationship between sulfate and organosulfates 338 

concentrations has been observed previously in field studies in the Southeastern US (Surratt 339 

et al., 2007, 2008, 2010; Lin et al., 2012, 2013). This is also in agreement with previous studies 340 

from Amazon where the highest levels of 2-methyltetrols were observed during the dry period 341 

which was characterised by biomass burning (and higher particle concentrations of sulfuric 342 

acid) (Claeys et al., 2010). Considering that Claeys et al (2010) employed an alternative 343 

GC/MS procedure with prior trimethylsylilation, 2-methyltetrol sulfates were converted to 2-344 

methyltetrols and not detectable as separate OS compounds. It should be noted that the 27-345 

28 September period (sample MP14-148) was marked by a very strong increase in the CO 346 

concentration (Fig. SI4). In mid-latitude environments it has been suggested that the 347 

production of anthropogenic SOA in an air mass, as it travels from an urban source region, 348 

can be estimated by using a relatively inert pollution tracer, such as CO occurring in the air 349 

mass (De Gouw et al., 2005; Hoyle et al., 2011). At T3 sampling site, the highest CO 350 
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concentrations are observed in air masses affected by biomass burning. Therefore, it is 351 

possible that organic aerosol in the sample MP14-148 has experienced the highest 352 

contribution from biomass burning as well as other anthropogenic activities.  353 

To investigate the influence of anthropogenic activities (i.e., biomass burning) on a detailed 354 

molecular composition of organic aerosol at the T3 site we compared samples from the 355 

periods with the lowest (9 fires), moderately high (254 fires) and the highest (340 fires) 356 

incidents of fires occurring within 200 km around the site.  357 

Figure 5 (a-c) shows H/C ratios of CHO containing formulae as a function of their molecular 358 

mass and double bond equivalent (DBE), which shows a degree of unsaturation of the 359 

molecule, for a sample with the lowest (a) moderately high (b) and highest incidents (c) of 360 

fires. One of the obvious differences between these samples is the abundance of ions with 361 

low H/C ratios (< 1). The majority of these ions have a DBE value above 7 indicating that they 362 

likely correspond to oxidised aromatic compounds, which are mainly of anthropogenic origin 363 

(Kourtchev et al., 2014; Tong et al., 2016). For example, the smallest polycyclic aromatic 364 

hydrocarbon (PAH), naphthalene with a molecular formulae C10H8 has an H/C=0.8 and 365 

DBE=7. The number of CHO containing formulae with high DBE equivalent and low H/C 366 

increased dramatically during the days with moderately high and high incidents of fires (Fig. 367 

5a-c), suggesting that they are mainly associated with biomass burning. The largest grey 368 

circles in Fig 5(a-c) correspond to the ions at m/z 133.01425 (with neutral molecular formula 369 

C4H6O5), m/z 187.0612 (C8H12O5), m/z 201.07685 (C9H14O5), m/z 203.05611 (C8H12O6), and 370 

m/z 215.05611 (C9H12O6) with DBE<6. 371 

Recent studies indicated that different families of compounds with heteroatoms (e.g. O, S) 372 

overlap in terms of DBE and thus may not accurately indicate the level of unsaturation of 373 

organic compounds. For example, the divalent atoms, such as oxygen and sulphur, do not 374 

influence the value of DBE, yet they may contribute to the potential double bonds of that 375 

molecule (Reemtsma 2009; Yassine et al., 2014). Yassine et al (2014) suggested using 376 
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aromaticity equivalent (Xc), to improve the identification and characterisation of aromatic and 377 

condensed aromatic compounds in WSOC. The aromaticity equivalent can be calculated as 378 

follows: 379 

                 X𝑐 =
3(DBE−(mN𝑂+𝑛N𝑆))−2

DBE−(mN𝑂+nN𝑆)
                                (Eq. 2) 380 

where ‘m’ and ‘n’ correspond to a fraction of oxygen and sulfur atoms involved in π–bond 381 

structures of a compound, which varies depending on the compound class. For example, 382 

carboxylic acids, esters, and nitro functional groups have m=n=0.5. For compounds containing 383 

functional groups such as aldehydes, ketones, nitroso, cyanate, alcohol, or ethers ‘m’ and ‘n’ 384 

are 1 or 0. Considering that ESI, in negative mode, is most sensitive to compounds containing 385 

carboxylic groups we, therefore, used m=n=0.5 for the calculation of the Xc. For molecular 386 

formulae with an odd number of oxygen or sulfur, the sum (mNO+nNS) in Eq. 2 was rounded 387 

down to the closest integer as detailed in Yassine et al (2014). The authors proposed that 388 

aromaticity equivalent with Xc ≥2.50 and Xc ≥2.71 as unambiguous minimum criteria for the 389 

presence of aromatics and condensed aromatics.  390 

Expressing our data using aromaticity equivalents confirmed that the increase in the number 391 

of molecules with high DBE from the sample with the lowest to the highest incidents of fires 392 

was due to the increase in the number of aromatic and condensed aromatic compounds in the 393 

aerosol samples (Figures SI5).  Considering the Yassine et al. (2014) assignment criteria for 394 

the aromatic-reach matrices, the highest number of the aromatic compounds in the Amazon 395 

samples was observed for formulae with a benzene core structure (Xc =2.50) followed by 396 

formulae with a pyrene core structure (Xc = 2.83), and an ovalene core structure (Xc =2.92) 397 

as well as highly condensed aromatic structures or highly unsaturated compounds (Xc >2.93). 398 

The largest grey circles in Figure SI5a correspond to the ions at m/z 187.11357 with a neutral 399 

molecular formula C9H17NO3 and m/z 281.26459 with a neutral molecular formula C18H35NO. 400 

The largest grey circles in Figure SI5b and c correspond to the ions at m/z 154.0146, m/z 401 
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168.03023 and m/z 152.03532 with neutral molecular formulae C6H5NO4, C7H7NO4 and 402 

C7H7NO3, respectively. 403 

Interestingly, a similar trend was observed for the molecules containing CHON subgroups 404 

(Figure SI6). A number of CHON molecules with low H/C (<1) and high DBE (≥5) almost 405 

doubled from the days with 9 to 340 fires (Figure SI7). Nitro-aromatic compounds, such as 406 

nitrophenols (DBE=5) and N-heterocyclic compounds including 4-nitrocatechol and isomeric 407 

methyl-nitrocatechols are often observed in the OA from the biomass burning sources 408 

(Kitanovski et al., 2012a,b; Iinuma et al., 2010) and have been  suggested as potential 409 

contributors to light absorption by brown carbon (Laskin et al., 2015). It is worth mentioning 410 

that aerosol samples affected by biomass burning contained another interesting ion at m/z 411 

182.04588 with a neutral molecular formula C8H9NO4, possibly corresponding to other 412 

biomass burning OA markers, i.e., isomeric dimethyl-nitrocatechols (Kahnt et al., 2013). The 413 

differences in the increased number of nitro-artomatic compounds in aerosol samples affected 414 

by biomass burning are also apparent in overlaid Van Krevelen diagrams (Figure 6), which 415 

show H/C and O/C ratios for each formula in a sample. Van Krevelen diagrams, can be used 416 

to describe the overall composition or evolution of organic mixtures (Van Krevelen, 1993; 417 

Nizkorodov et al., 2011; NozièreNoziere et al., 2015). Organic aerosol affected by biomass 418 

burning contained a significantly larger number of CHON formulae with O/C < 0.5 and H/C < 419 

1 (Fig. 6a and b, area B) but a smaller number of formulae with O/C < 0.5 and H/C > 1. (Fig. 420 

6a and b, area A). While molecules with H/C ratios (<1.0) and O/C ratios (<0.5) (area A in Fig. 421 

3) are generally associated with aliphatic compounds typically belong to oxidised aromatic 422 

hydrocarbons, molecules with high H/C ratios (>1.5) and low O/C ratios (<0.5) (area B in Fig. 423 

3) (Mazzoleni et al., 2010; 2012).  Although the smaller number of nitro-aliphatic compounds 424 

in the samples affected by biomass burning requires further investigation, it is possible that 425 

they were oxidised in the polluted air by NOx and O3 (Zahardis et al., 2009; Malloy et al., 2009), 426 

which production is significantly enhanced during fire events (e.g., Galanter et al., 2000). The 427 

majority (up to 80%) of the CHON molecules in the analysed samples have O/C ratios < 0.7 428 
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(Fig. 6). The relatively low oxygen content suggests that these molecules include decreased 429 

nitrogen-containing compounds (Zhao et al, 2013). Although biomass burning material type is 430 

expected to result in a different molecular composition, the presence of a large number of 431 

molecules with low O/C ratio is consistent with the literature. For example, most of the CHON 432 

molecules in OA from wheat straw burning in K-puszta, Great Hungarian Plain in Hungary and 433 

biomass burning at Canadian rural sites (Saint Anicet, Quebec, and Canterbury, New 434 

Brunswick) had O/C ratios below 0.7 (Schmitt-Kopplin et al., 2010). In addition, the CHON 435 

molecules identified by LC/MS in biomass burning OA from Amazonia showed O/C ratios 436 

below 0.7, i.e., 4-nitrocatechol (C6H5NO4; O/C = 0.67), isomeric methyl-nitrocatechols 437 

(C7H7NO4; O/C = 0.57), and isomeric dimethyl-nitrocatechols (C8H9NO4; O/C = 0.50) (Claeys 438 

et al., 2012). 439 

Figure 7 shows overlaid OSc plots for OA from the days with low, moderately high and high 440 

incidents of fires.  During the days affected by high and moderately high number of fires, OSc 441 

was shifted towards a more oxidised state for the CHO molecules containing more than 7 442 

carbon atoms. The difference in OSc becomes even more pronounced with the increased 443 

number of carbons (e.g. >7 carbon atoms) in the detected molecular formulae.  Interestingly, 444 

the affected ions with high OSc do not fall into the category of the BBOA (encircled area in 445 

Fig. 7) which are associated with primary particulate matter directly emitted into the 446 

atmosphere as defined in Kroll et al (2011).   447 

At first glance, biomass burning seems to influence the number and intensity of the CHOS 448 

containing formulae; however, the effect was at a much lower extent compared to that for the 449 

CHO and CHON molecules (see discussion above). A H higher number of CHOS containing 450 

molecules was observed in the sample (MP14-148) corresponding to the highest incident of 451 

fires (Figures 8a). Interestingly, IEPOX-OS was found to be very abundant in the sample that 452 

experienced the highest incidents of fires (Figure 8a). The significant IEPOX-OS mass was 453 

previously observed during a low-altitude flight campaigns at Northern California and southern 454 

Oregon at high NO conditions (> 500 pptv) (Liao et al., 2015). The authors explained this 455 
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observation by the transport or formation of IEPOX from isoprene hydroxynitrate oxidation 456 

(Jacobs et al., 2014) and higher sulphate aerosol concentrations occurring during their 457 

sampling period (Nguyen et al., 2014). This explanation is also consistent with our results. The 458 

ion at m/z 96.95987 corresponding [HSO4]- in UHR mass spectra of the sample MP14-148 459 

was three times more abundant compared that in the sample MP14-129 suggesting that 460 

particle acidity may be one of the reasons for the high abundance of the IEPOX-OS in this 461 

sample. Considering that the main sources of sulphate at T3 site are industrial pollution (e.g., 462 

power plants), natural and long range-sources, they could also be responsible for the high 463 

abundance of the sulphate and IEPOX-OS in the samples besides the overlapping biomass 464 

burning event. Noticeably, these samples not only contained a larger number of oxygenated 465 

CHOS-containing molecules with O/C>1.2 but also molecules with O/C<0.6 and H/C ranging 466 

from 0.4 to 2.2. Recent laboratory and field studies indicated the presence of a large number 467 

of aromatic and aliphatic OSs and sulfonates in OA and linked them to anthropogenic 468 

precursors (Tao et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015; Riva et al., 2015; 2016; Kuang et al., 2016). 469 

Riva et al (2015, 2016) demonstrated formation of OSs and sulfonates in the laboratory smog 470 

chamber experiments from photooxidation of alkanes and PAHs, respectively. The authors 471 

indicated enhancement of organosulfates yields in the presence of the acidified ammonium 472 

sulphate seed and suggested that these OSs are mainly formed through reactive uptake of 473 

gas-phase epoxides. It must be noted that above cited field studies are based on 474 

measurements at the Northern Hemisphere USA and thus organosulfates formation pathways 475 

and sources may differ from that of Amazonia. 476 

   KMD plots are a useful visualisation technique for identification of homologous series of 477 

compounds differing only by the number of a specific base unit (e.g., a CH2 group). 478 

Anthropogenically affected aerosol samples have longer homologous series of molecules 479 

containing CHOS subgroups (Figure 8b).  One of these longer series includes a second most 480 

abundantintensive ion at m/z 213.0075 (C5H10O7S). The compound with molecular formula 481 

C5H10O7S has been previously observed in the laboratory and field studies and attributed to 482 
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isoprene derived organosulfates (Surratt et al., 2008; Gómez-González, 2008; Kristensen and 483 

Glassius, 2011; Nguyen et al., 2014; Hettiyadura et al., 2015). This molecular formula could 484 

also be associated with organosulfates (e.g., isomeric 3-sulfooxy-2-hydroxypentanoic acid 485 

and 2-sulfooxy-3-hydroxypentanoic acid) formed from the green leaf volatiles 2-E-pentenal, 2-486 

E-hexenal, and 3-hexenal (Shalamzari et al., 2016). The KMD plot (Figure 8b) shows that OA 487 

from the anthropogenically affected samples contained an additional series of CHOS 488 

molecules with high KMD >0.33 that were not present in the sample from the less polluted 489 

period.  Most of these ions are highly oxygenated (containing >10 oxygens) and are likely to 490 

be associated with molecules produced through photochemical ageing reactions (Hildebrandt 491 

et al., 2010). 492 

It is worth noting that in the most of the samples IEPOX-OS was not a part of any homologous 493 

series in KMD plot (e.g., Fig 8b). This observation confirms that atmospheric oxidation 494 

reactions resulting in the incorporation of S and N functional groups do not always conserve 495 

homologous series but could also lead to a wide range of possible reaction products (Rincon 496 

et al., 2012; Kourtchev et al., 2013).  497 

Conclusions 498 

In this study we applied direct infusion nanoESI UHR-MS for the analysis of the organic 499 

fraction of PM2.5 samples collected IOP1 and IOP2 of GoAmazon2014/5 in central Amazonia 500 

which is influenced by both background and polluted air masses. Up to 2100 elemental 501 

formulae were identified in the samples, with the largest number of formulae found during 502 

IOP2. The distribution of several tracer compounds along with the comprehensive mass 503 

spectral data evaluation methods (e.g., Kendrick Mass Defect, Van Krevelen diagrams, 504 

carbon oxidation state and aromaticity equivalent) applied to the large UHRMS datasets were 505 

used to identify various sources of organic aerosol components, including natural biogenic 506 

sources, biomass burning and anthropogenic emissions. The distinguishable homologous 507 

series in the KMD diagram contained nitrogen-containing series included NACs, e.g., 508 
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nitrocatechols, nitrophenols, nitroguaiacols and nitrosalicylic acids derived from biomass 509 

burning material. Isoprene derived IEPOX-OS was found as the most dominant ion in most of 510 

the analysed samples and strongly followed the concentration trends of the gas-phase 511 

anthropogenic tracer benzene and CO (with biomass burning as dominant tracer at the T3 512 

site) supporting its mixed biomass burning-anthropogenic-biogenic origin.  Van Krevelen, DBE 513 

and Xc distributions along with relatively low elemental O/C and H/C ratios indicated the 514 

presence of a large number of oxidised aromatic compounds in the samples. A significant 515 

number of CHO containing formulae in aerosol samples from IOP2 had higher oxidation state 516 

compared to that from IOP1 and became even more important during the days with the highest 517 

incidents of fires. Although our results suggest that the studied site is not only significantly 518 

influenced by biogenic emissions and biomass burning but also anthropogenic emissions from 519 

the neighboring urban activities, future work is needed to better understand the quantitative 520 

contributions of the various factors to the aerosol composition at the T3 site. The analysis of 521 

aerosol samples with higher sampling resolution or quantifying specific marker compounds 522 

and applying a receptor modelling techniques (Alves et al., 2015) would allow separating these 523 

sources in more detail and thus significantly improve understanding of the aerosol formation 524 

sources at the site. 525 
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Figures: 860 

 861 

Figure 1. (-)-nanoESI-UHRMS of the representative PM2.5 samples during (a) IOP1 (b) 862 

IOP2. The line colours in the mass spectra correspond to the CHO (black), blue (CHON), 863 

CHOS (red) and CHONS (green) formulae assignments. The relative intensity axis was split 864 

to make a large number of ions with low intensities visible.  865 
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 866 

Figure 2. Average number of molecular formulae during IOP1 and IOP2. Standard deviation 867 

bars show variations between samples within individual season. 868 

 869 

Figure 3. Carbon oxidation state plot for CHO containing formulae in organic aerosol from 870 

IOP1 (red squares) and IOP2 (blue diamonds). 871 
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 872 

Figure 4. Ion intensity distributions (left axis) of selected tentatively identified markers in 873 

individual samples using UHRMS analysis and averaged benzene concentration (right axis) 874 

from PTR-TOF-MS analysis.  Benzene concentration was averaged for the aerosol filter 875 

sampling intervals. The UHRMS data was corrected for organic carbon load in each 876 

individual filter sample (see method section). 877 

 878 
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 879 

Figure 5. H/C vs m/z plot for CHO containing formulae in the samples from the periods with 880 

(a) low (b) moderately high and (c) very high incidents of fires. The marker areas reflect 881 

relative ion abundance in the sample. The colour code shows double bond equivalent (DBE) 882 

in the individual molecular formula. Molecular formulae with DBE<6 are shown as grey 883 

markers. The largest grey circles correspond to the ions at m/z 133.01425 (with neutral 884 

molecular formula C4H6O5), m/z 187.0612 (C8H12O5), m/z 201.07685 (C9H14O5), m/z 885 

203.05611 (C8H12O6), and m/z 215.05611 (C9H12O6). 886 

 887 

 888 
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  889 

Figure 6. Overlaid Van Krevelen diagrams for CHON containing formulae in the samples 890 

from the periods with low (red markers) and very high incidents (blue markers) of fires.  The 891 

marker areas reflect relative ion abundance in the sample. Areas ‘A’ and ‘B’ indicate 892 

differences in the number of ions tentatively attributed to aliphatic and aromatic species, 893 

respectively. 894 

 895 

896 
Figure 7. Overlaid carbon oxidation state (OSc) plots for CHO subgroups in the samples 897 

from the periods with low (blue markers) and very high (red markers) incidents of fires. The 898 

marker areas reflect relative ion abundance in the sample. The area marked as SV-OOA, 899 

LV-OOA, BBOA and HOA correspond to the molecules associated with semivolatile and low-900 

volatility oxidised organic aerosol, biomass burning organic aerosol and hydrocarbon-like 901 

organic aerosol as outlined by Kroll et al. (2011). 902 
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 903 

 904 

Figure 8. Overlaid Van Krevelen diagram (a) and Kendrick Mass Defect plot (b) for CHOS 905 

containing formulae in the samples from the periods with low (blue markers) and very high 906 

incidents of fires (red markers). The marker areas reflect relative ion abundance in the 907 

sample. Red markers correspond to the ions from the period with the lowest incidents of 908 

fires. Note that IEPOX-OS is not a part of any homologous series in the sample with very low 909 

incident of fires and only one additional homologue in the sample that experienced very high 910 

incident of fires (see enlarged area of the Fig 8a). Area ‘A’ in Kendrick Mass Defect (KMD) 911 

plot shows formulae with KMD>0.33 that are mainly present in the sample with high incident 912 

of fires.  913 
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